
Action: A Manifesto 

Hey everyone, 

 

I want to begin by thanking you for downloading this manifesto and taking the 

time to give it a read. I know that with the amount of information freely available 

online that you are bombarded with things to read. The fact that you chose to 

spend your time on this is an honor to me. 

With that said, this pdf is not going to go in depth into the metaphysics of action. 

Rather it will be short and to the point. It is meant to inspire you and give you a 

framework to take action. 

You can spend all day reading and gathering new information but it’s only 

potential until you take action on it. There are many groups where people discuss 

ideas, change, and taking control of their life. Most of this is just talk. 

I don’t believe you’ve learned anything until you actually take action on it and 

apply it to your life. You can watch Gary V. Youtube videos all day long. But until 

you actually sell something, you don’t know what it means to be an entrepreneur.  

Action is the thing that converts knowledge into wisdom. It is the mustard seed 

from which a happy and successful life blooms.  

 

Action Gets Results 

When I was a senior in high school, I had to do a year-long project on a topic of 

my choice. Since I was preparing to play college football, I decided to research the 

science behind speed and strength training and use it to prepare to the best of my 

ability. 

For one part of the project, we had to interview an expert on our subject matter. I 

sent an email to a local fitness blogger, Nate Green. [I took action] I came 
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prepared with some dense questions about different scientific studies and what 

the BEST way was.  

He informed me that my approach was wrong. I shouldn’t be looking for the best 

approach because there isn’t one. I should instead be looking for the best 

approach for me. Instead of interviewing him with a bunch of complex questions 

that had little carryover to my goals, we talked about what the best approach to 

help me accomplish my goals. 

When we finished up the conversation, I had several Action Steps written down. 

These were simple things like get at least five servings of vegetables, eat one 

gram of protein per pound of bodyweight each day, and write my training 

program and send it to him so that he could review it. [Action] 

Before the interview ended, I took a chance and asked Nate to be my mentor for 

this project. [Action] He said yes.  

After university, I took a job as a personal trainer and strength coach at a 

warehouse gym facility. [Action] After a couple years of grinding, my growth had 

slowed and the long hours and low pay were preventing me from living the life 

that I desired. 

I set a goal to take everything that I’d learned in my years studying fitness and 

create an online fitness business that allowed me to travel the world. I signed up 

for an online business course and started to work on building my business in the 

hours that I wasn’t working at the gym. [Action] 

The key message from the course was the importance of taking action. Instead of 

going through the entire course and then starting my business, I tried to apply 

everything that I was learning as I learned it. [Action] 

I was beginning to think about traveling but had no idea how to afford it. Over a 

beer with Nate, he told me, “you could always sell your truck.” 
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That was the only valuable thing that I owned. I decided to sell it and buy a plane 

ticket to SE Asia. [Action] 

With this process, I created Mountain Fit. I wrote a book on the topic of fitness for 

hunters [Action] from a beach in Cambodia – I didn’t have an income and this is 

one of the cheapest places in the world. It didn’t hurt that it is also one of the 

most beautiful places on Earth. 

 

1. I can't say it was a bad place to write... 
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I think it’s fair to say that I am where I am today because I took action. There are 

people that are more knowledgeable than me about fitness, traveling, business, 

literally any topic that you can name. And many of those people are in the exact 

same place now as they were 5 years ago. 

Why? 

Because they didn’t take action on their knowledge.  I did. 

Over the years, I’ve developed a simple strategy for setting goals and working 

toward them every day. Below I share an exercise for creating powerful action 

steps that will move you closer to living the life of your dreams. 

Note that I said closer. It’s a never ending process and I would be lying if I told you 

that I didn’t have many things that I am still working on in my own life. This is a 

strategy that’s worked, and is continuing to work well for me and many others. 

The most important step with this process is that you actually do it! 

Action Steps: 

1) Choose one outcome goal. You can repeat this process with as many goals as you 

like, but it’s easiest to do each goal individually  

a. To start, think about what kind of lifestyle you want to live. Choose one 

accomplishment that will lead you to that lifestyle. 

b. The value of any action is judged based on how it relates to this goal. 

c. I lack the life experience to set good goals. I find that my goals are constantly 

changing as I pursue them and gain more life experience. Don’t cling too tightly 

to the goal but do make one – even if it’s not perfect. 

 

2) Make a list of requirements that you’ll need to meet to accomplish the goal. 

 

3) Script out, as in depth as possible, all the actions necessary for you to 

accomplish the outcome goal. 

 

4) Choose 3 things to do each day. I like to plan a week ahead but you can do 

whatever you feel comfortable with – day-by-day or monthly. 
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5) Use Google Calendar to plan the specific time when you will do these things and 

how much time they will take. It will take some practice to get good at estimating. The 

only way to get better is to do it.  

 

6) Stick to the calendar as well as you can. It doesn’t have to be perfect. If you 

don’t finish a task, do it the next day. If you crush through all three, feel free to get a 

jumpstart on the next day. For accountability, post your mission in the Higher Learning 

Insider’s Group and post weekly or monthly updates on your progress. 

 

Example: 

1) What is the goal? 

a. To travel the country in a Sprinter hosting my own podcast. 

 

2) List of requirements: 

a. Sprinter – Since my budget was limited, I purchased a used plumbing van and did 

all the bodywork, painted it, and am in the process of converting the inside. 

b. Knowledge of how a podcast works – I found a few people that I knew that had 

their own podcast and interviewed them about the best way to create a podcast. 

c. Equipment – With the help of the interviews, I purchased some basic podcasting 

equipment. 

d. Audience – I’ll need people to listen to the podcast if I want to get guests. 

e. Ability to use equipment – I’ll need to learn to use some basic audio and video 

editing software since I want the podcast to have a visual component as well. 

 

3) Actions Necessary to Accomplish the Goal 

a. Sprinter – only the conversion process. 

i. Read ebook on converting Sprinter Van into an RV 

ii. Watch Youtube Videos of converted Sprinters to see what I do and don’t 

like 

iii. Take measurements of the van 

iv. Create a blueprint for the inside 
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v. Decide on which materials to use 

vi. Buy materials 

vii. Install Windows 

viii. Insulate Van 

ix. Reupholster seats + headliner 

x. Install swivel bases to seats 

xi. Install Solar Panels + System 

xii. Electrical work and conduit 

xiii. Put rack back on roof 

xiv. Frame the inside 

xv. Install walls 

xvi. Install ceiling + flooring 

xvii. Install bed, cabinets, and kitchen 

xviii. Take test runs along the way to try things out 

b. Knowledge of how to do a podcast – This is mostly completed but I’ll list the 

steps. 

i. Research and read articles about starting a podcast 

ii. Find small-moderate sized podcast hosts that I have a connection with 

iii. Ask them for an interview over video chat 

iv. Research and prepare questions about things that I don’t understand 

v. Use their answers to fill the holes in  my knowledge 

c. Equipment 

i. Research and ask other podcasters what they use 

ii. Check finances and see what I can afford 

iii. Purchase most important equipment – mics, recorder, editing software 

iv. Purchase equipment for video component – lighting, DSLR, video editing 

software 

d. Build Audience.  

i. Create Facebook Group: The Higher Learning Insider’s Community  

ii. Make Higher Learning Podcast Page and link to group 

iii. Write The Action Manifesto to give in exchange for emails 

iv. Script and Record Video for Pinned Post that lays out my plan for the 
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group 

v. Get banner and profile image designed on fiverr 

vi. Post daily free content – share articles, videos, tip, ask questions, etc. 

vii. Rekindle connections with people that would be interested in podcast via 

FB message 

viii. Ask if they want to join 

ix. Build small tightknit community of 50-100 to gain traction – people that I 

know will be active – encourage key contributors to post often 

x. Record FB Live’s with members of the group and stream to group 

xi. Start doing podcasts – on each ask people to rate and join the group 

xii. Create intriguing trailer for podcast to get more guests 

xiii. Create account on Medium and write posts to get people to join group and 

listen to podcast 

xiv. After about 20 episodes, start working towards getting guests on that I 

don’t know personally. Use connections and cold email when necessary. 

xv. Go to as many meetups as possible that are related to my podcast. 

Podcasting, van-dwelling, Psychology related, Fitness, Entrepreneurship, 

psychedelic medicine, religion/spirituality,etc. 

xvi. Create a map and schedule for where I’ll be and when 

xvii. Schedule podcast guest and community meet-ups 

1. Movement seminars, shooting bow, beers, hikes, pot-luck dinners/ 

barbeques, etc. 

e. Ability to use equipment 

i. Purchase Adobe Creative Cloud 

ii. Find video course online/Youtube about using equipment 

iii. Find a local videographer or audio engineer to help with initial setup and 

recommend courses and resources to learn more 

iv. Schedule a few days to practice 

 

4) Choose 3 Things to Do Each Day 

a. Friday 

i. Edit Action Manifesto 

ii. Work on format of Action Manifesto + Convert to PDF 

iii. Film video for pinned post 
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b. Saturday 

i. Create Opt-In Form for Action Manifesto/ Sunday Reflections 

ii. Create squeeze page to get emails 

iii. Brainstorm ideas and create collage for logo/banner 

1. Send to fiverr designer 

c. Sunday - Off 

d. Monday 

i. Plan Social Media Posts for Mountain Fit and Higher Learning 

ii. Email all Mountain Fit Clients and schedule calls 

iii. Client Calls 

e. Tuesday 

i. Create Higher Learning FB Group 

ii. Create FB Page and Link to Group 

iii. Message friends that would be interested in group. Chat and invite them to 

join. 

f. Wednesday 

i. Work on building group 

ii. Look into Adobe Creative Cloud or other software 

iii. Practice using software 

g. Thursday 

i. Find video course on using software 

ii. Practice 

iii. Practice more 

 

5) Schedule in Google Calander – screenshots on next page 
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6) Share your progress. Post in the Higher Learning Insider’s Group 
accountability and feedback. 

This exercise wasn’t meant to be an entertaining read – unless you geek out on 

strategy like me. It is designed to help you develop a concrete plan and begin 

taking action on it.  

Shoot me an email at josh@joshnordwick.com with your plan. I’d love to see what 

you are doing and I promise to respond. 

 

To taking action, 

Josh Nordwick 


